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Abstract
Given a collection of geolocated activities, the goal of urban analytics in the context of public safety is
to discover the underlying motives of people that affect their movement/activity patterns in space and
time. Understanding the spatial patterns from urban mobility/activity datasets is an important task in
public safety, city planning and sociology since these may reveal the underlying causes of crimes and
safety issues, as well as behavior changes of individuals. Avoidance patterns are a type of behavioral
change characterized by a lack of movement contrary to expectation. Avoidance pattern detection is a
challenging task due to the lack of observations (e.g. lack of movement), defining the expected “normal”
movement and large datasets (i.e. high number of GPS trajectories which are spread across the study
area and large road network graphs). In addition, these challenges are exacerbated by the complicated
and often hidden drivers of human activities and the complex relationships and dependencies between
the spatially associated features.
In this paper, we will provide a brief overview of the state-of-the-art spatial data science approaches
in the context of avoidance patterns. First, we introduce the background from the domain (i.e. public
safety) perspective, followed by an overview of the current state-of-the-art work. Then we will discuss
possible future directions that may help shape future research on the topic.
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Introduction and Motivation

With the increasing availability of geolocated data collected from a variety of sources, there is a tremendous
opportunity to understand the movement and activity patterns of people [3]. These patterns are influenced by
many motives which include the underlying demographics, goals (e.g. sightseeing, shopping, work-home commute, etc.), road conditions, etc. One of such patterns is avoidance. Avoidance patterns are the locations where
drivers/pedestrians try to bypass when commuting. These are the result of a variety of driver concerns including
rush hour traffic when there is congestion, road imperfections (e.g. potholes, etc.), safety of a neighborhood as
well as hiding from detection (e.g. criminals’ avoidance behavior).
Avoidance patterns are overlooked compared to other work on urban mobility analytics despite their importance to understand human behavior. This is due to the ease of focus on the observable phenomena rather than
the lack of phenomena in urban analytics.
One way to define the avoidance pattern is as the area between the shortest path and the taken path by the
driver [7]. Another definition may be the segment of the shortest path that is different than the taken path.
These different definitions of avoidance patterns can be generalized as discovering a region (e.g. polygon, road
segment, etc.) which lacks movement when it is expected.
Figure 1 shows an illustration of an avoidance. Suppose the blue line represents a shortest path between
green-tagged start and end locations; and the red line represents the actual path taken by a driver. Depending on
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Figure 1: An illustration of an avoidance on a road network.
the definition of an avoidance, the output can be the region(s) enclosed by these two paths or a segment of the
shortest (or expected) path that is different than the taken path.
In the following sections, we will provide some example application domains of avoidance pattern discovery
as well as how these may help improve domain officials’ work.

1.1

Avoidance Patterns in City Planning and Sociology

“Safety” or “Feeling Safe” is an often overlooked aspect that affects movement and activity patterns.
Feeling unsafe may affect the socialisation and activity patterns of individuals [8]. Thus, sociologists and city officials often investigate the neighborhoods
by their demographic structures and take the necessary measures to mitigate the
severity of feeling unsafe and preventing economic loss caused by the stigmatization. For example, some larger cities have distressed neighborhoods that are
known to be riskier. These neighborhoods are not always spoken publicly but
locals often know and avoid them. Such neighborhoods may not have been dangerous or risky before, but these characteristics may emerge gradually. Since, it is
harder to do surveys/sociological analysis frequently, they may be undetected until
it is too late. However, certain occupations are more sensitive to these changes and
this fact can be leveraged instead of relying on the relatively sparse collection of
surveys. One such occupation is taxi driving, where taxi drivers learn these neighborhoods through the experiences of each other and avoid entering them. For
example, in the Chinese city of Kunming, taxi drivers try to not take customers
from the regions where marginalized people are thought to be living [17]. Similarly, as shown in Figure 2, crowdsourced mobile applications such as Waze [1],
allow users to flag some regions as dangerous, and let their users plan their routes
Figure 2: Screenshot of
accordingly.
Nowadays, taxis are equipped with GPS devices due to their cheap availability Waze app [1]
and legal reasons to prevent conflicts with customers. One may leverage the GPS
trajectory data collected from those devices [9] to identify the regions where taxi drivers avoid. In addition,
since these datasets are collected in real time, the emergence of avoidance regions will be noticed much quicker
than traditional surveys. Thus, the risk of a neighborhood being stigmatized can be prevented before the word
of “unsafe” is widespread to all residents. City officials may mitigate the negative public opinion by updating
their policies and planning more investments.

1.2

Avoidance Patterns in Law Enforcement

In the previous section, we provided a wide-lens perspective on the use cases of avoidance patterns for lawabiding citizens. However, sometimes it is not enough to solve the neighborhoods’ sociological problems with-
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out getting into the criminal mind. Thus, in this section, we are going to introduce the avoidance patterns from
a criminal mind’s perspective.
A fundamental task in criminology is the analysis of crime locations and locating the criminal to prevent
more crimes [4]. In the past, these analysis were done manually using paper maps and pins, but nowadays
modern law enforcement agencies around the globe use specialized tools and spatial analysis techniques to
automate this process as well as improve their accuracy and efficiency (e.g. CrimeStat [15]).
There is one particular problem with these tools: To successfully use them, multiple crimes should occur
and this will cause a delay in the detection of a criminal behavior as well as cause more harm to society. In
addition, even if a criminals’ location is estimated by these tools, these will neither pinpoint the exact location
of the criminal nor find their mobility behavior causing an extensive search by the security officials in field.
To overcome these issues, the mobility behavior of vehicle trajectories can be analyzed. Criminals often
avoid some locations where there are security cameras or law enforcement checkpoints since these may lead to
their arrest or identification [14]. Thus, given a set of trajectories and security checkpoints/cameras, suspicious
behavior of a trajectory can be identified by its difference from the expected path.
Another preventive measure may be to identify loops in trajectories. These will also cause specific regions
to be flagged as avoidance regions. However, the pattern may not have an intention of avoidance, but a result of
surveillance. For example, criminals may do a surveillance around a target crime site (e.g. a bank for robbery).
Such looping/circling behavior by an individual may be for surveillance. Thus, identifying such trajectories and
the individuals who created them may help public security officials prevent crimes before they occur.

1.3

Avoidance Patterns in Transportation Planning

Transportation planners often deal with multiple data sources including
cameras, road sensors, loop sensors, accident data, etc. to understand
the flow of traffic throughout the day. These datasets are then used
to improve design and synchronization of traffic lights, fix the flawed
road segments, and plan new roads or increase the capacity of existing
ones. One particular need of transportation planners is to understand
the driver behavior under different road conditions [2].
For example, long term residents of cities know where and when
the traffic congestion happens and avoid these locations even though
this may result with a longer route to destination. Similarly, when
there are structural problems (e.g. potholes, cracks, etc.) or there are
construction zones on the road, locals know and avoid these areas. For
example, the magnitude of potholes in Figure 3 may cause drivers’ to
use another road instead of a shorter one. Using the GPS trajectory data
collected from location based applications (e.g. Google Maps, Apple
Maps, Waze, etc.), transportation planners may better understand the Figure 3: Potholes that may cause
driver behavior and the underlying causes.
drivers’ avoidance behavior [19]
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Related Work

There have been several attempts to use mobility datasets (i.e. trajectory datasets) to identify interesting patterns
that can be further analyzed by domain scientists. Mobility datasets (i.e. GPS trajectories) are large sets of points
with ordered timestamps (Figure 5(a)). Due to the imperfection of GPS devices as well as minor variability
caused by driver behavior (e.g. lane changes, speed differences), it is hard to do analysis on these datasets
without any pre-processing.
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To overcome such difficulties as well as reduce the computational cost, some studies discretize the space into
grids, and use grid cells to represent trajectories. For example, several works analyze anomalous trajectories to
identify the taxi drivers who were using longer paths for their customers to increase the bill [24, 5]. This is
done by representing the trajectories as grid cells and comparing these sets of cells with the set of cells that
were representing the appropriate route for a source and destination pair. Grid based mobility analysis is used
for other patterns as well. Some example work includes identifying the outlying trajectories by using their grid
cell representations, and clustering these to understand the movement behaviors as well as the transportation
modes [11, 27]. However, the output of these studies are sensitive to the selected grid cell sizes. Selecting a
large grid cell size causes large areas to be flagged as outliers or miss them entirely. Also, selecting a too small
cell size may make the comparison impossible. In addition, since the graph notion of the road network is not
taken into account, the outputs can be unrealistic especially for vehicle trajectories.
Hence, there are other works that use the GPS points of trajectories, instead of their grid cell representations,
to classify trajectories by their transportation modes (e.g. walking, cycling, driving, etc.) [28, 26, 21, 25], to
infer the Points of Interests (POI), and to understand the public transportation behavior, i.e. finding preferred
paths instead of shortest paths [6, 12, 23, 18, 22, 10].
However, the aforementioned approaches lack three important considerations. First, these works consider
GPS trajectories as either a set of points or cells instead of a single trajectory entity. Second, they do not account
for the underlying road network structure. However, most human mobility patterns are dependent on the roads
and those roads affect mobility behavior. Third, they focus on the presence of mobility but sometimes the lack
of movement, when it is expected, may be more interesting.
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Avoidance Pattern Discovery

Avoidance patterns may be observed in different applications domains. Some avoidance patterns such as aircrafts
avoiding extreme weather events, or a predator species avoiding another’s territory [20] may occur in Euclidean
space but most human activities on land occur on road networks. In addition, the minor perturbations as well as
the driving behaviors (e.g. frequently changing to left, middle or right lanes) can be compensated by the help of
the road network. Given a GPS trajectory with tr = [p1 → p2 ... → pn ] where each point pi = (xi , yi , ti ) ∈ tr
and a spatial network graph G = (V, E) where each road intersection is represented by vertices (v ∈ V ) and
each street segment is represented by edges (e ∈ E), it is possible to match the trajectories on the road network
to represent them by a collection of nodes and edges [16, 13] as shown in Figure 5(b).
Once trajectories are map-matched, the idea behind the Avoidance Region Discovery [7] is to compare them
with a path which should be used by the normal drivers. Normal behavior can be defined as a shortest path
between the source and destination of the trajectory. Thus, once a trajectory tri and a shortest path spi are
compared, the edges and the nodes are used to create a set of polygons which represent an avoidance polygon
set for that trajectory. Figure 5(d) shows an example avoidance polygon in red. When the road network graph
is bigger and the trajectory-shortest path differences are in multiple locations, these polygons will create an
avoidance polygon set for that pair.

Figure 4: Illustration candidate avoidance regions (graph faces). Figure is excerpted from [7].
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Avoidance polygons for each trajectory may be in different locations throughout the space (i.e. each trajectory may have different source and destination as well as shortest path). However, to evaluate the regions
which are avoided by more than one trajectory, one will need the provide a consistent set of candidate avoidance
regions. To overcome this issue, the space can be discretized to smaller polygons which are represented by the
faces of a graph. Using Euler’s theorem for planar graphs, the number of candidate avoidance patterns (CAR)
on road network will be |CAR| = |E| − |N | + 2.
Using the count of the avoidance (denoted as c) for a region may be misleading. For example, close to a city
center, there may be many candidate avoidance patterns that are avoided due to the higher number of trajectories
intersecting them. However, in a rural area this number will plummet because of the fact that the number of
trajectories in that location will be lower. Therefore, for each candidate avoidance region, the expectation of
non-avoidance count should be known as well. To do this, the number of shortest paths that intersect avoidance
polygons are counted (denoted as nc) and these counts are propagated to the candidate avoidance regions that
are covered by those avoidance polygons.

(a) Trajectory Points

(b) Map-matched Trajectory

(c) Shortest Path

(d) Avoidance Polygon

Figure 5: An example trajectory (5(a)), its map-matched edge representation(5(b)), corresponding shortest
path(5(c)) and this pair’s avoidance polygon(5(d)) (excerpted from [7]).




c
Finally, by defining a metric, i.e. interestingness ratio (I = c+nc
× c), which takes both avoidance
and non-avoidance counts into account, is used to compute an interestingness score for each of the candidate
avoidance polygons. The ones which exceed a specified threshold (λ) on this metric are flagged as interesting
avoidance patterns.
This overall process is a challenging task due to the large number of candidate avoidance regions (CAR)
which is related to the size of a road network graph (e.g. 106 edges in a road graph) and the large number of
trajectories that can be collected from GPS devices (e.g. 106 trajectories per year for a large city’s taxis). To
overcome this challenge, [7] proposed an avoidance region miner algorithm that creates a road network subgraph that includes the road segments which were used by the trajectories instead of the whole road network
graph. In addition, the authors proposed a pruning algorithm that eliminates the computation of the metric when
it is proved to not exceed the specified threshold. Nevertheless, the proposed algorithm’s pruning methods do
no reduce the worst case complexity.
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Discussion and Future Directions

The example work on Avoidance Region Discovery in the context of public safety is a starting point but there
are still opportunities for improvement.
Identifying and Comparing with the Non-Shortest Paths: Although shortest paths are a logical choice
for most of the drivers, sometimes non-shortest paths are more convenient due to the travel times, speed limits,
road conditions (many turns vs. straight driving), rush hour, etc. Therefore, one may argue that the shortest path
assumption for a comparison with trajectories may not be valid. In those cases, the preferred paths can be used.
Minor vs. Major Deviations of Trajectories: The current state of the art doesn’t distinguish between
minor and major deviation between shortest paths and trajectories. However, this may be particularly important
depending on the use case. For example, the minor deviations may be used in the public safety domain since
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in case of avoiding security cameras/checkpoints the deviations may be minor but when there is a rush hour
congestion the deviation may be greater (e.g. avoiding the city center at rush hour).
Privacy Concerns: One of the key things needed in the context of urban mobility analytics is datasets. Due
to the privacy concerns, this is not usually possible unless Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) sources
are used. However, since the people with suspicious behavior may not be willing to share their locations, it is
hard to collect these. In addition, tagging each trajectory with the driving individual’s ID may violate privacy
rights because these will point to the source and destination, consequently the locations where people live. Thus,
some of the capabilities of the avoidance pattern discovery may be limited such as distinguishing between the
population and individual avoidance behaviors.
Statistical Significance: In [7], the avoidance and non-avoidance counts were used but the interestingness
ratio metric does not provide a statistical significance value for the output. Thus, spurious/chance patterns may
exist in the output. One approach may be to understand the distribution of trajectories over the study area and
using this distribution in to provide meaninful significance values for the output.
Emerging Avoidance Regions: One of the most interesting applications of avoidance region discovery is
the detection of emerging such regions. For example, a structural damage to a road segment may occur over
time by the traffic and/or weather conditions. Thus, the temporal information related to the trajectory datasets
can be used to find some long term (e.g. structural damage) and short term (e.g. accidents causing congestion)
emerging avoidance regions.
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